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PH04 GRAB BARPH04 Comfort XLT™

there when you need us

Thank you for purchasing the optional grab bar kit for the Comfort XLT unit. The redesign of the Com-
fort XL unit to incorporate a larger tank with flushing capabilites does not require internal grab bars.  
Please read through these instructions prior to installing the grab bars.  If your unit has the optional urinal 
installed, the left side grab bar will not be used.  If your unit has the optional sink (required for the fresh 
flush option), you will be installing the shorter PH04-0020 grab bars on the rear and right side wall.

All references to left and right will be from viewing the unit from the front. 

GENERAL OVERVIEW

OPTIONAL GRAB BAR
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
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PH04 GRAB BARFull Size Scale Fasteners

(24) PC-000105 Rivet (24) PC-000106 Washer

Tools Required

Drill with
13/64” Drill Bit

Rivet Gun
w/ 3/16” nose piece

Tape Measure Marker

PH04-0020
Used on the rear wall and
right side in units with the sink

PH03-0020
Used on the left side in units
with a sink and all walls
in units without a sink
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PH04 GRAB BAR

Step 2.     Grab Bar Installation
On the inside of the right side panel, measure 
and position the bottom of the grab bar at 26” 
up from the top of the base surround.  If install-
ing the grab bars with the sink, simply insert 
the straight end of the grab bar into the cor-
responding slot of the sink surround and level 
the grab bar. With one person holding the 
grab bar in place on the inside of the unit, have 
another person drill 13/64” diameter holes 
through the holes drilled in the previous step.  
Be sure to drill through only one wall of 
the grab bar. 
Place PC-000106 Back-Up Washers on PC-
000105 rivets, and rivet the grab bar in place.  
Repeat this step for the rear and left panel 
grab bars.

26”

Installation instructions

To mark the holes to mount the left side grab bar (if 
no urinal is installed), use the diagram to the right 
as a reference, and mark the mounting hole loca-
tions as shown.  There are a total of 8 hole loca-
tions for each grab bar.  Five (5) of the holes are 
located at a height of 32-1/4” from the top of the 
base surround, and three (3) holes at a height of 
30-1/4” .  The hole locations on the corner panels 
are located halfway between the center rib and 
the corner/side connection. 
For units without a sink installed:  Repeat this for 
the rear and left panel grab bars. 
For units with a sink: For the rear panel, make 
marks in the same locations, eliminating the 3 
locations in the right rear (when viewing the unit 
from the front).  For the left side panel, make marks 
in the same locations, eliminating the 3 spots in the right rear 
Using a drill with a 13/64” drill bit, drill holes in the locations just marked.

Step 1.     Grab Bar Mounting Locations

32-1/4”
30-1/4”
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PH04 GRAB BAROUR MISSION STATEMENT

POLYJOHN USA
+1 800-292-1305 

Whiting, Indiana
www.polyjohn.com

POLYJOHN INTERNATIONAL
UNITED KINGDOM

+44 (0) 1937-583333 
Yorkshire, England

www.polyjohn.co.uk

POLYJOHN INTERNATIONAL
CZECH REPUBLIC

+420 608 876 983
Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic 

www.polyjohn.eu

POLYJOHN CANADA
+1 800-465-9590  

Oro Medonte, Ontario
www.polyjohn.ca

www.fr.polyjohn.ca

POLYJOHN LATIN AMERICA
+01 800-953-1307 
Chihuahua, Mexico
www.polyjohn.mx

POLYJOHN NEW ZEALAND
+64 (0)22 387 7142 

Auckland, New Zealand
www.polyjohn.co.nz

POLYJOHN SOUTH AMERICA
+57 318 696 7744 
Bogotá, Colombia
www.polyjohn.com

POLYJOHN AUSTRALIA
+61 7 3277 5727
Brisbane, Australia

www.totalsanitationsolutions.com.au

POLYJOHN SOUTHERN AFRICA
+27 (011) 615-3804 

Johannesburg, South Africa
www.polyjohn.co.za

“PolyJohn is a family owned, state of the art, plastics manufacturing company dedicated 

to providing its employees with a work environment committed to excellence, and its 

customers with innovative products, services and technology that meet or exceed their 

requirements.”

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING POLYJOHN PRODUCTS!


